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INTRODUCTION 

 

In broad terms, the objective of this thesis is to be able to measure and analyse 

pressure signals coming from different points of a turbine. For this purpose it is needed 

to read and control a signal, that travels from the turbine to a mechanical multiplexer, 

which can receive a maximum of 48 pressure inputs and even though it has only one 

output, it is able to rotate and vary the output pressure which enables the analysis of 

different pressures in 48 alternate locations of our analysed turbine. This pressure 

signal, coming from the multiplexor, is sent to the pressure scan which transforms the 

pressure from a mechanical input into an analogue signal between -10 V and 10V. The 

signal is then adapted by an amplifier and a filter so that the microcontroller can 

receive and read it. Then the microcontroller generates a digital signal that will be 

afterwards read by an external PC via RS232 serial port using LabView to analyse the 

pressure signals. 

On the other hand, the multiplexor can rotate by two different means. The first one 

is just by pushing manually two switches called “manual step” (increase one position) 

and “manual home” (come back to 48, also called 0 or Home position) located at the 

optocoupler board. The other way is by sending the order, of step and home, from 

LabView to the microcontroller through the RS232 interface. 

Apart from this, we were also committed to find out the functionality of some 

cables which are coming from the position transmitter (belongs to the multiplexor) 

that are currently unconnected and study how to know exactly when the multiplexor is 

in home position. 

Below this paragraph, it is shown a block diagram of the whole system to provide a 

generic view to readers. 
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Figure 1: block diagram 
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HARDWARE 

Metallic board 

Below this paragraph, it is shown a squeme that I made related to the distribution 

of some different devices needed for this task which are: Mechanical multiplexer, 

Optocoupler, Inductive pressure transducer and Supply system. I decided to locate two 

plastic boxes with the same dimensions, 80x100 (all the measures are in millimeters), 

in order to provide more flexibility in case that a change in the layout is required. 

 

Figure 2: prototype design 
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Mechanical multiplexer 

A multiplexer (or mux) is a device which allows to read and transmit several input 

signals sequentially thanks to a solenoid that allows to rotate the mux. In my case the 

multiplexer was already done and was chosen. It is the electro-mechanical pressure 

multiplexer “DS4-48” of the company Scanivalve which has 48 pressure inputs and one 

pressure output. The main advantage of it is that it lets us measure sequentially the 

pressure in 48 different points in a turbine only using this multiplexor.  

The pressure scanner is controlled by a microcontroller and can be operated using 

LabView or manually using switches (“step” and “home”). If step button is pushed, 24V 

arrives to the line of "step" so the mux rotates and changes to the next channel and 

the pressure output will be the pressure found in this new point. If it arrives at channel 

47, it is followed again by channel 48 (or 0). In order to return to position number 0, it 

is only needed to push “home” button and the line "home" will be connected to 24V 

making the multiplexer switch through all the positions until it reaches the first 

channel (position zero). 

 

This multiplexor consists of three parts: 

 

Figure 3: mechanical multiplexor 

1. Scanner with connector mod. 48D9-1/2 for the pressures application that 

has a range from 0,1 up to 100 psi, with up 48 lines of vinyl tubing. 

2. Position transmitter odd-even mod. DOTM-48. It is also called odd-even 

tube marker (OETM). This transmitter generates square waves which 

1+2 3 
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alternate from odd numbered parts to even parts. The odd square waves are 

brought out on a separate wiper from the even square waves. 

 

Figure 4: position transmitter 

For this project, the four cables didn’t have to be used. Nonetheless, I tested 

them to make sure they weren’t damaged and it was a success: 

- First of all, I pushed “home” and then, with a multimeter, also called 

VOM (Volt-Ohm meter), I measured the continuity between comm. and 

zero, comm. and even and the open circuit between comm. and odd 

(because home is an even number and is zero). For this purpose, I fixed 

one point in comm. and the other point of the millimeter was changing 

depending on which cable we wanted to check. 

- Right after, we pushed step once, so the multiplexor was in position 1. In 

this case we measured the continuity in comm.-oven and short circuit in 

comm.-even and comm.-zero. Indeed, it was in this way in all even 

numbers. 

- Finally, odd numbers were checked successfully. As you can assume, in 

this case I measured the continuity comm.-odd and short circuit in 

comm.-even and comm.-zero. 

As I said in the introduction, the verification of home position was needed. 

For that, I used zero and comm. cables which were used as a feedback to 

ensure that the mux was at home. It will be explained after in the 

microcontroller section of this report. 

3. Solenoid stepper drive DS4-48. 

To advance or retard the entire transmitter, loosen the hub set screw ¼ turn 

and turn the hub relative to the Scanivalve drive shaft the proper amount. 

When the transmitter is correctly phased, the line scribed in the tub face 

should be approximately parallel with the drive shaft slot. 
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Figure 5: solenoid stepper drive 

The multiplexor was not totally fixed and there were little movements due to 

vibrations. To avoid that, as improvement, I decided to manufacture a piece which 

could absorb these vibrations and avoid all kind of movements, vertically as well as 

horizontally. For that, I was inclined to make a circular shape surrounding the position 

transmitter. It could be adjusted by two crews. The chosen materials are steel for 

providing rigidity and an elastic material recovering it for buffering vibrations. In the 

next picture you can see it in detail: 

 

Figure 6: mux support  
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Inductive pressure transducer 

The main function of a pressure transducer is to transform a pressure signal input to 

an analog voltage output. In this case the pressure transducer already selected was the 

device “Niederbereich-Druckaufnehmer Typ DPS” of the company Althen. This device 

allows transmitting a pressure input range of +/- 50 mbar by means of membranes that 

are sensitive to that pressure range. This pressure signal is performed in a voltage 

output signal, which varies linearly with pressure changes over the operating range, 

from -10 V up to 10 volts. The mechanism used for the transmission is an inductive 

system which performs a contactless scan of those membranes and the output signal is 

generated. 

Therefore, the inductive pressure transducer receives the pressure signal from the 

mechanical multiplexer and transforms this signal into an electrical signal that goes to 

the amplifier.  

 

Figure 7: inductive pressure transducer 
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Supply system  

For this project, a supply board was already designed with a piece which is 

difficult to get. Hence, the supply system is redesigned with the supervisor’s 

approval. 

In electronics, a power supply is a device that converts AC voltage in one or 

more continuous voltages feeding the electronic devices which it connects to. I 

got two AC/DC devices: one feeds the metallic board out the box and the other 

one feeds the devices in the box in order to separate the two grounds and to 

isolate low voltage system from the high voltage one.  

The AC/DC device that I got for the box transforms 220 AC volts into 15 DC 

volts. This 15V arrives to the microcontroller board where there are 

transformed in 5 V to enable to run our microcontroller. These pins with 5 volts 

feeds a DC/DC convertor located in the filter board whose input is 5 V and 

output  -/+ 15 V. With these -/+ 15 V the filter and the operational amplifier 

boards are powered.   

The AC/DC device used for feeding the metallic board transforms 220 AC 

volts into 24 DC volts. It supplies the optocoupler, multiplexor and pressure 

transducer. 

If a clarification is needed, please return to Figure 1: block diagram 
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Optocoupler 

In broad terms, an optocoupler, also called opto-isolator, photocoupler or optical 

isolator, is a component whose function is to transfer electrical signals by means of 

light. Therefore, they keep two circuits electrically isolated to prevent high 

voltages from affecting the system receiving the signal. A common type of optocoupler 

consists of a LED and a phototransistor in the same package, like the used in our 

project. The kind of optocouplers exactly used have been ILD 620 dual channel, it 

means that in every optocoupler device there are two independent optocoupler 

circuits as can be seen in the next scheme:  

 

Figure 8: dual-channel optocoupler scheme 

These multi-channel phototransistor optocouplers use GaAs IRLED emitters and 

high gain NPN silicon phototransistors. Some of the advantages of using multi-channel 

optocouplers are: 

 Reduced board space 

 Lower pin and parts count     

 Better channel to channel CTR match 

 Improved common mode rejection      

I had to manufacture a board (see Annex A: manufacturing of the printed circuit of 

the filter) where two dual-channel optocouplers are located, one will be used for step 

and home signals (explained below) and the other one initially was thought for the 

cables zero and comm. but after manufacturing the board I discovered that the cables 

comm. and zero were isolated, so that it was not needed to connect them to the 

optocoupler to separate grounds. Nonetheless, as the board was already done, I 

decided to keep it for future improvements or extensions of the project. 

As it has been said, only one dual-channel optocoupler has been used for step and 

home signals (see Figure 27: optocoupler circuit diagram), which are sent from the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High_voltage
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High_voltage
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Light_emitting_diode
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phototransistor
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microcontroller and they arrive to the multiplexer through the optocoupler varying its 

position. These two optocouplers are used to separate the 24 volts and 3 amperes that 

the multiplexer uses from the microcontroller which works with 5 volts.  

Apart from the optocoupler, in this board there are two data lines receiving 

information from the microcontroller for rotating the mux. Besides there are four pairs 

of pins that can be short circuited to operate the multiplexer manually. Two of them 

are used: one pair is for step function and the other one for home. There are also four 

led diodes that indicate if a switching signal from the input circuit (from the 

microcontroller) is present and another four led diodes are used to indicate if the NPN 

MOSFET transistors have switched. It was needed to provide heat sinks for the 

transistors due to the high temperatures that they were working. 

The pressure transducer is also connected to this board to be powered with 24 

volts. 

Box description 

We were provided with a box to transport the filter, amplifier and microcontroller 

boards easily. The front panel was already designed. We kept it, even though we only 

use two of all the holes done, just in case they are needed in future. For esthetic 

reasons, we decided to recover the whole frontal panel with a grey sticker leaving only 

visible the place where the LCD display and rs232 serial port will be located. 

Below these lines, there is an image showing the metallic board which will be inside 

the box and the box itself with the beautified frontal panel: 
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Figure 9: inside the box 

 

Figure 10: box 
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Amplifier 

In broad terms, an amplifier is an electronic device used to increase or decrease the 

strength of the signal fed into it. In this case the amplifier circuit board was already 

designed and manufactured. The input signal in the amplifier, which is the output 

signal coming from the transducer, has a range between -10V and 10V and the output 

signal has to be reduced in order to can be handled by the microcontroller. Thus, the 

signal range goes from 0V to 5V. For this purpose, an operational amplifier with a gain 

of ¼ is used and an offset voltage of +10V, which is calibrated using a trimmer, is 

provided at the positive input of the operational amplifier to work only with positive 

voltages.  

Next, the theoretical calculations for the amplifier are shown:  

 

Figure 11: theoretical amplifier diagram 

The output signal is defined by the next formula: 

   
  
  
 (       ) 

Considering:      ,      ,            and             and being the 

gain: 

 

 
 
  
  

 

For                                                                                         For          

   
 

 
 (   (   ))                                                                

 

 
 (     )      

Consequentially, the values for the resistances are: 
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Filter 

It has been needed to build a low-pass filter in order to let pass low-frequency 

signals and attenuate signals with frequencies higher than the cutoff frequency which 

is theoretically in this case 1 KHz. This filter consists of two Sallen- Key filters which can 

be used only one filter or both in cascade (in the filter layout, annex B, it is indicated 

with “1” the connection needed to be used only one filter and “2” when both are 

used). The switching of the two modes is performed by short step bars. Furthermore, 

in this board measuring pins are located in order to measure the output signals of the 

individual filters.  

Following is shown the theoretical scheme of one filter and its calculations: 

 

Figure 12: theoretical filter diagram 

Theoretically, being the cutoff frequency          and choosing          : 

               

      
     

         
        

In practice, using as values              

   
 

    √            
        

In Annex A is shown the whole process of manufacturing this filter, especially the 

printed circuit, which we decided to do manually in order to save time.  
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Microcontroller  

The Atmega16 microcontroller manufactured by ATMEL is used in this project to 

process, convert and transmit the analogue signal received by the sensor to the PC. 

The microcontroller board was already manufactured. We could not read the program 

that was already in it. Therefore, we decided to remove all the connections and do 

them again and review and do the programming part again by ourselves.  

We have joined the datasheet of this microcontroller in a pdf (click here to see 

them). The most important information is as below. 

The main features of the atmega16 are: 

• High-performance, Low-power Atmel ® AVR ® 8-bit Microcontroller 

• Advanced RISC Architecture 

– 131 Powerful Instructions – Most Single-clock Cycle Execution 

– 32 x 8 General Purpose Working Registers 

– Fully Static Operation 

– Up to 16 MIPS Throughput at 16 MHz 

– On-chip 2-cycle Multiplier 

• High Endurance Non-volatile Memory segments 

– 16 Kbytes of In-System Self-programmable Flash program       memory 

– 512 Bytes EEPROM 

– 1 Kbyte Internal SRAM 

– Write/Erase Cycles: 10,000 Flash/100,000 EEPROM 

– Data retention: 20 years at 85°C/100 years at 25°C  

– Optional Boot Code Section with Independent Lock Bits 

    In-System Programming by On-chip Boot Program 

    True Read-While-Write Operation 

– Programming Lock for Software Security 

• JTAG (IEEE std. 1149.1 Compliant) Interface 

– Boundary-scan Capabilities According to the JTAG Standard 

– Extensive On-chip Debug Support 

– Programming of Flash, EEPROM, Fuses, and Lock Bits through     the JTAG 

Interface 

• Peripheral Features 

datasheet%20atmega16.pdf
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– Two 8-bit Timer/Counters with Separate Prescalers and      Compare Modes 

– One 16-bit Timer/Counter with Separate Prescaler, Compare   Mode, and Capture 

Mode 

– Real Time Counter with Separate Oscillator 

– Four PWM Channels 

– 8-channel, 10-bit ADC  

8 Single-ended Channels 

    7 Differential Channels in TQFP Package Only 

2 Differential Channels with Programmable Gain at 1x, 10x, or       200x 

– Byte-oriented Two-wire Serial Interface 

– Programmable Serial USART 

– Master/Slave SPI Serial Interface 

– Programmable Watchdog Timer with Separate On-chip      Oscillator 

– On-chip Analogue Comparator 

• Special Microcontroller Features 

– Power-on Reset and Programmable Brown-out Detection 

– Internal Calibrated RC Oscillator 

– External and Internal Interrupt Sources 

– Six Sleep Modes: Idle, ADC Noise Reduction, Power-save,     Power-down, Standby 

and Extended Standby 

• I/O and Packages 

– 32 Programmable I/O Lines 

– 40-pin PDIP, 44-lead TQFP, and 44-pad QFN/MLF 

• Operating Voltages 

– 2.7V - 5.5V for ATmega16L 

– 4.5V - 5.5V for ATmega16 

• Speed Grades 

– 0 - 8 MHz for ATmega16L 

– 0 - 16 MHz for ATmega16 

• Power Consumption @ 1 MHz, 3V, and 25°C for ATmega16L 

– Active: 1.1 mA 

– Idle Mode: 0.35 mA 
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  – Power-down Mode: < 1 μA 

 

Figure 13: ATmega16 Pin Diagram 

The pin configuration is shown above where pins used to connect the 

microcontroller to other devices are highlighted in yellow: 

- Pins PD0 (USART input pin) and PD1 (USART output pin) allow us 

to transmit and read data between the serial port and the PC, 

respectively. 

- Port A serves as the analog input to the A/D Converter. By pin 

PA0 the µC receives the analogue signal of the pressure; pin PA2 is used 

as an input for the feedback (zero comes from the mux to this pin and 

comm. cable is connected to 5V, so that when the mux is in home then in 

this pin there are 5 V); pin PA6 send a signal to come back home and pin 

PA7 sends a signal for stepping the mux.  

- Pins used in C port are all for communication with the LCD 

display. 
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LCD display 

A standard 2x15 lines LCD display has been used, whose features are: 

- 5x8 dots with cursor 

- 16 characters*2 lines display 

- 4-bit or 8-bit MPU interfaces 

- Built-in controller (ST7066 or equivalent) 

- Display Mode & Backlight Variations 

- ROHS Compilant 

In the upper line will appear the pressure in mbar (I made a formula which 

transforms voltages in pressures. It appears in the programming code) and in the 

second line the channel in which the mux is in that moment will be shown (home will 

appear as “HOME”).  

 

Figure 14: LCD pin configuration 

 Used pins are highlighted in yellow.  The pins going to the port C of the µC are 

number 4, 5, 6, 11, 12, 13, and 14. The three first pins are connected to ground and 5 

volts.  
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SOFTWARE 

AVR Atmega 16 

The whole programming appears in Annex C:  microcontroller programming, where 

there are a lot of explanations to facilitate the reading of the programming and the 

program used for that was AVR Studio 4. 

One point which is important to be mentioned is that there was something wrong in 

the description of the signal zero coming out from the position transmitter because it 

was said in the specifications that this cable is only high if mux is in home position, but 

it is not true because the µC detected it high before being in home. For this reason, I 

decided that for stopping sending the signal home would meet two conditions:  

1. Wait three seconds until checking if the switch is closed so that home detection 

would be powered with 5 volts (because comm. is connected to that voltage). I have 

chosen this period of time because would be the maximum time needed for going 

home. It would be the case of being in position 1. This condition was added for the 

problem previously mentioned. 

2. Once that home detection is high, home pin stops being high, so that the µC 

stops sending home signal to the input of the optocoupler board. 

In the program of the µC has been also included the formula which allows to 

transform voltage in pressure, whose values are shown in LabView. That voltage is the 

one after the amplifier, it means that goes from 0 V to 5 V. As the specifications of the 

pressure transducer indicate, the pressure has to be between -50 mbar and +50 mbar. 

The theoretical formula was easy to find out thanks to the linear link between both 

parameters: 

           , where the units for pressure (P) are mbar and for voltage (V) are 

volts. 

Based in a thesis of the same project made by other students, we got an empirical 

formula shown below these lines, which is used in the program: 

                . 

I have done a flow diagram to understand better how the microcontroller 

programming works. You can find it in the next page:  
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FLOW CHART 
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LabView  

Introduction 

LabVIEW (Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench) is one 

programming tool developed by National Instruments which allows visualizing much 

more easily processes in graphical form on the computer screen and an overview of 

our program. This development in process visualization allows, as example explained 

by professor Georgi in his lessons in where we have assisted,  the process of filling a 

container to no longer (or solely) be depicted by an analogue manometer, but also by a 

graphical representation of the container and the colored liquid within. The goal of 

that is to instantly visualize the status of the technical process saving time and making 

easy our work. 

LabVIEW is not just a programming tool; it is a Program Development System, which 

contains an independent graphical programming language, called ‘G’. One advantage 

of LabView is the possibility to be connected to other well known programming 

languages: for example, LabVIEW allows the insertion of C-Code. 

Program 

My colleague Moisés González made most of the LabView program, so that we 

decided that he will explain it in the report that he will deliver to our supervisor 

separately. It has not been included in this report due to a difference between us in 

relation to the delivery date. 
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CONCLUSION 

This project has been a very positive experience for me because I have learned a lot 

of extra topics which were not related with energies at all. At the beginning I had big 

difficulties for manufacturing the filter and optocopler, for getting the electronic 

components needed, for finding out how get a feedback of home position and much 

more. Despite those obstacles, we overcame them successfully. 

The other two difficulties were to make the communication between the 

microcontroller and the computer (with AVR Studio program) and between the 

microcontroller and LabView. After one month and a half, we finally achieved it. 

The last steps have been the most complicated to accomplish: the programming of 

the microcontroller and LAbview.  

In conclusion, the aim of this project has been successfully accomplished. I have 

acquired large knowledge about electronics and programming so what it has been a 

worthy experience for me.  
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ANNEXES 

Annex A: manufacturing of the printed circuit of the filter 

In this section, I want to explain in detail how I made the printed circuit of the 

optocoupler and filter. I decided to make it manually in order to know first-hand the 

procedure and also I wanted to save time because if I had sent it to the electronics 

laboratory, three weeks more had been required till I the boards were finished. 

There are different methods by which a printed circuit board can be created (PCB) 

for an electrical/electronic circuit and I chose the acid etching method. 

The circuit diagram was printed with a laser printer in a glossy paper and this was 

fixed temporarily on an 80x100 mm fiberglass board whose glass thickness is 1,5 mm 

and copper thickness is 35 µm only in one side (the glossy side, with the circuit part 

printing on it, has to be facing the copper side). Next, I ironed the paper using an 

ordinary clothes iron. The amount of time this will take depends on the type of paper 

and ink used. In my case, ten minutes was needed. In the other side, where the 

components are located, is exactly the same procedure but in the non-copper side. 

     

Figure 15: printed circuit diagram in a glossy paper               Figure 16: ironing the filter board 
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After ironing, I removed the paper and submerged the board in ferric chloride (acid) 

until that all unnecessary copper was etched away from the board (twenty minutes 

approximately). 

  

Figure 17: after ironing the filter board                                       Figure 18: board submerged in ferric chloride 

 

 

Figure 19: unnecessary copper removed 

In order to remove the insulating drawing material used (toner in this case); I used 

acetone and sand paper (a fine one). Finally, I drilled to make holes and placed the 

components in the board. 
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Figure 20: toner removed                                                                          Figure 21: drilling 

 

 

Figure 22: finished filter     Figure 23:  drilled board 
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Annex B: circuits diagram and layout of the boards 

manufactured by us 

Amplifier 

 

Figure 24: amplifier circuit diagram 
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Filter 

 

Figure 25: filter circuit diagram 

 

Figure 26: filter layout 
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Optocoupler 

 

Figure 27: optocoupler circuit diagram 

 

Figure 28: optocoupler layout 
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Annex C:  microcontroller programming 

Main program 
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LCD.c subprogram 
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LCD.h subprogram 
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Uart.c subprogram 
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Uart.h subprogram 
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ADC.c subprogram 
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ADC.h subprogram 

 

Multiplexer.c program 
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Multiplexer.h program 

 


